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Disclaimers

- I am NOT a liar (lawyer)
- You should NEVER take my word for anything
- You should always do your own research
- I have provided references to aid you in your research
- I don’t know everything and am open to any ideas
This presentation is called churchianity, because most so-called churches are NOT Christian and have no idea what it means to be Christian.

Most churches are interested in making money and trumpeting the party line.

Most churches are actually satanic.

- They teach half truths and falsehoods.
- They are more interested in rituals, than in what is right or wrong.
- They are most interested in money.
THE NEW ROMAN EMPIRE

THE GLOBAL REACH OF POPE FRANCIS

By Elizabeth Dias
"Civil Law," "Roman Law," and "Roman Civil Law" are convertible phrases, meaning the same system of jurisprudence. That rule of action which every particular nation, commonwealth, or city has established peculiarly for itself; more properly called "municipal" law, to distinguish it from the "law of nature," and from international law. See Bowyer, Mod. Civil Law, 19; Sevier v. Riley, 189 Cal. 170, 244 P. 323, 325” Black's Law Dictionary, Revised 4th Edition, page 312, [emphasis added]
“Yet still it was found difficult to set bounds to ecclesiastical ingenuity; for when they were driven out of all their former holds, they devised a new method of conveyance, by which the lands were granted, not to themselves directly, but to nominal feoffees to the use of the religious houses; thus distinguishing between the possession and the use, and receiving the actual profits, while the seisin of the lands remained in the nominal feoffee, who was held by the courts of equity (then under the direction of the clergy) to be bound in conscience to account to his cestui que use for the rents and emoluments [taxes] of the estate: and it is to these inventions that our practitioners are indebted for the introduction of uses and trusts, the foundation of modern conveyancing.” Tomlins Law Dictionary 1835 edition, Volume 2 under the definition of Mortmain [emphasis added]
Cestui Que Vie Act 1666

1666 CHAPTER 11

An Act for Redresse of Inconveniencies by want of Proofs of the Deceases of Persons beyond the Seas or absenting themselves, upon whose Lives Estates doe depend.

Annotations:

Editorial Information
X1 Abbreviations or contractions in the original form of this Act have been expanded into modern lettering in the text set out above and below.

Modifications etc. (not altering text)
C1 Short title “The Cestui que Vie Act 1666” given by Statute Law Revision Act 1948 (c. 62), Sch. 2
C2 Preamble omitted in part under authority of Statute Law Revision Act 1948 (c. 62), Sch. 1
C3 Certain words of enactment repealed by Statute Law Revision Act 1888 (c. 3) and remainder omitted under authority of Statute Law Revision Act 1948 (c. 62), s. 3

Annotations:

Editorial Information
X1 Abbreviations or contractions in the original form of this Act have been expanded into modern lettering in the text set out above and below.

Modifications etc. (not altering text)
C1 Short title “The Cestui que Vie Act 1666” given by Statute Law Revision Act 1948 (c. 62), Sch. 2
C2 Preamble omitted in part under authority of Statute Law Revision Act 1948 (c. 62), Sch. 1
C3 Certain words of enactment repealed by Statute Law Revision Act 1888 (c. 3) and remainder omitted under authority of Statute Law Revision Act 1948 (c. 62), s. 3

I. Cestui que vie remaining beyond Sea for Seven Years together and no Proof of their Lives, Judge in Action to direct a Verdict as though Cestui que vie were dead.

If such person or persons for whose life or lives such Estates have beene or shall be granted as aforesaid shall remaine beyond the Seas or elsewhere absent themselves in
Cestui que vie remaining beyond Sea for Seven Years together and no Proof of their Lives, Judge in Action to direct a Verdict as though Cestui que vie were dead.

If such person or persons for whose life or lives such Estates have beene or shall be granted as aforesaid shall remaine beyond the Seas or elsewhere absent themselves in
this Realm by the space of seven years together and noe sufficient and evident proofes
be made of the lives of such person or persons respectively in any Action commenced
for recovery of such Tenements by the Lessors or Reversioners in every such case the
person or persons upon whose life or lives such Estate depended shall be accounted
as naturally dead. And in every Action brought for the recovery of the said Tenements
by the Lessors or Reversioners their Heires or Assignes, the Judges before whom such
Action shall be brought shall direct the Jury to give their Verdict as if the person soe
remaining beyond the Seas or otherwise absenting himselfe were dead.

II

Annotations:

Amendments (Textual)
F1 S. II repealed by Statute Law Revision Act 1948 (c. 62), Sch. 1

III

Annotations:

Amendments (Textual)
F2 S. III repealed by Statute Law Revision Act 1863 (c. 125)

IV If the supposed dead Man prove to be alive, then the Title is revested. Action for
mean Profits with Interest.

[Provided always That if any person or [person] persons shall be evicted out of
any Lands or Tenements by virtue of this Act, and afterwards if such person or persons
upon whose life or lives such Estate or Estates depend shall returne againe from beyond
the Seas, or shall on proofe in any Action to be brought for recovery of the same [to]
be made appearre to be livinge; or to have beene livinge at the time of the Eviction That
then and from thenceforth the Tennant or Lessee who was oued of the same his or their
Executors Administrators or Assignes shall or may reenter repose have hold and
enjoy the said Lands or Tenements in his or their former Estate for and during the Life
or Lives or see long terms as the said person or persons upon whose Life or Lives the
said Estate or Estates depend shall be livinge, and alseue shall upon Action or Actions to
be brought by him or them against the Lessors Reversioners or Tennants in possession
or other persons respectively which since the time of the said Eviction received the
Profits of the said Lands or Tenements recover for damages the full Profits of the
said Lands or Tenements respectively with lawfull Interest for and from the time that
he or they were oued of the said Lands or Tenements, and kepe not or held out of the same
by the said Lessors Reversioners Tennants or other persons who after the said Eviction
received the Profits of the said Lands or Tenements or any of them respectively as
well in the case when the said person or persons upon whose Life or Lives such Estate
or Estates did depend are or shall be dead at the time of bringing of the said Action or
Actions as if the said person or persons where then living.]
this Realme by the space of seaven yeares together and noe sufficient and evident proofe be made of the lives of such person or persons respectively in any Action commenced for recovery of such Tenements by the Lessors or Reversioners in every such case the person or persons upon whose life or lives such Estate depended shall be accounted as naturally dead, And in every Action brought for the recovery of the said Tenements by the Lessors or Reversioners their Heires or Assignes, the Judges before whom such Action shall be brought shall direct the Jury to give their Verdict as if the person soe remaining beyond the Seas or otherwise absenting himselfe were dead.

II

Annotations:

Amendments (Textual)

F1 S. II repealed by Statute Law Revision Act 1948 (c. 62), Sch. 1

III

P1
“REVERSION. The residue of an estate left in the grantor, to commence in possession after the determination of some particular estate granted out by him. The return of land to the grantor and his heirs after the grant is over. Co. Litt. 142 b; 2 Bla. Com. 175; 4 Kent, 354

The reversion is a vested interest or estate and arises by operation of law only. In this latter respect it differs from a remainder, which can never arise except either by will or deed; Cruise, Dig. tit. 17; 4 Kent, 345; 19 Vin. Abr. 217. A reversion is said to be an incorporeal hereditament; 4 Kent, 354; 1 Washb. R. P. 37, 47.” Bouvier’s Law Dictionary 1885 Edition, Volume 2, page 589-590.
“REVERSIONARY INTEREST. The interest which one has in the reversion of lands or other property. The residue which remains to one who has carved out of his estate a lesser estate. See REVERSION. An interest in the land when possession shall fail. Cowel.”
“The Legal Estate to be in Cestui Que Use” Chapter Fifty-Six in Sec. 1617, at 31 Stat. 1432

and at Chapter three – Absence for Seven Years, in Sec. 252, at 31 Stat. 1230, where it says;

“SEC. 252. PRESUMPTION OF DEATH. - If any person shall leave his domicile without any known intention of changing the same, and shall not return or be heard from for seven years from the time of his so leaving,…….,”
“Corporation” shall be deemed to include any company, trust, so-called Massachusetts trust, or association, incorporated or unincorporated, which is organized to carry on business for its own profit or that of its members, and has shares of capital or capital stock or certificates of interest, and any company, trust, so-called Massachusetts trust, or association, incorporated or unincorporated, without shares of capital or capital stock or certificates of interest, except partnerships, which is organized to carry on business for its own profit or that of its members.” 15 USC 44 Definitions
Papal Bull Dum Diversas
18 June, 1452

Pope Nicholas V issued the papal bull Dum Diversas on 18 June, 1452. It authorised Alfonso V of Portugal to reduce any “Saracens (Muslims) and pagans and any other unbelievers” to perpetual slavery. This facilitated the Portuguese slave trade from West Africa.

The same pope wrote the bull Romanus Pontifex on January 5, 1455 to the same Alfonso. As a follow-up to the Dum diversas, it extended to the Catholic nations of Europe dominion over discovered lands during the Age of Discovery. Along with sanctifying the seizure of non-Christian lands, it encouraged the enslavement of native, non-Christian peoples in Africa and the New World.

“We weighing all and singular the premises with due meditation, and noting that since we had formerly by other letters of ours granted among other things free and ample faculty to the aforesaid King Alfonso -- to invade, search out, capture, vanquish, and subdue all Saracens and pagans whatsoever, and other enemies of Christ wheresoever placed, and the kingdoms, dukedoms, principalities, dominions, possessions, and all movable and immovable goods whatsoever held and possessed by them and to reduce their persons to perpetual slavery, and to apply and appropriate to himself and his successors the kingdoms, dukedoms, counties, principalities, dominions, possessions, and goods, and to convert them to his and their use and profit -- by having secured the said faculty, the said King Alfonso, or, by his authority, the aforesaid infante, justly and lawfully has acquired and possessed, and doth possess, these islands, lands, harbors, and seas, and they do of right belong and pertain to the said King Alfonso and his successors”.

In 1493 Alexander VI issued the bull Inter Caetera stating one Christian nation did not have the right to establish dominion over lands previously dominated by another Christian nation, thus establishing the Law of Nations.

Together, the Dum Diversas, the Romanus Pontifex and the Inter Caetera came to serve as the basis and justification for the Doctrine of Discovery, the global slave-trade of the 15th and 16th centuries, and the Age of Imperialism.
“Within twenty years this country is going to rule the world. Kings and Emperors will soon pass away and the democracy of the United States will take their place... When the United States rules the world, the Catholic Church will rule the world...Nothing can stand against the Church. I’d like to see the politician who would try to rule against the Church in Chicago. His reign would be short indeed.” -- Roman Catholic Archbishop James E. Quigley (October 15, 1854 - July 10, 1915) Chicago Daily Tribune, May 5, 1903
Copies of these documents can be found at My private group at Yahoo called Administrating-Your-Public-Servants

For a complete set of Youtube videos with Private Information Shares, a DVD with over 50 searchable Law Dictionaries, and other books and forms contact me privately at engineerwin@yahoo.com

Donations to support this work are appreciated. I prefer gold or silver coin, but as an extremely less desirable alternative I can accept IOUs (Federal Reserve Notes, Paypal gifts, checks, money orders, etc) send me an email for particulars
In order for the few to control the many, the few must conceal true history and hoard true knowledge while indoctrinating the commoner with clever fairytales to ensure that fiction becomes Truth and Truth becomes fiction.
Two national governments exist, one to be maintained under the Constitution, with all its restrictions, the other to be maintained by Congress outside and independently of that instrument” Dissenting opinion of Justice Marshall Harlan. Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 244 1901.
The Corporation Clones People and creates Persons

The Republic
Constitution recognizes natural rights for
Real Men and Real Women

The United States of America
Corporation grants privileges to U.S. Citizens

Artificial entities, including corporations, persons, residents, inhabitants, etc. defined and described by US Codes, Statutes, and Ordinances. Includes congress, courts and executive branch.

LAWFUL
LEGAL
Corporate Ownership of Persons via Law

American Citizen
Natural Person
-A flesh and blood human being
-Created by nature NOT legislature
-Entitled to ALL their personal privileges
-Has inalienable rights, secured by the Constitution
-Not subjected to unconstitutional corporate laws
-Protection from the "tyranny of the majority"

John Joseph Smith
(A natural person is written in lowercase letters)

U.S. Citizen "legal fiction"
Artificial Person
-Waives all inalienable rights
-Corporate Status and income
-Not entitled to their personal privileges
-Created by the corporation "The United States"
-Acts as an agent for the purposes of collecting revenue
-A Corporate Citizen and a representative of a collective group
-Assumes the rights, duties, and privileges of the artificial entity or association of which they are agents or officers of and they are bound by its obligations.

John Joseph Smith
(A corporation is written in ALL UPPERCASE letters)
When you are born, your parents register you with the government AS A CORPORATION by receiving and signing a birth certificate. In a few years, your CORPORATION will receive a taxpayer ID# called a social security number, NIS number, IRD number etc., depending on where you are. This is so you can be used as collateral for the government to acquire debt. Your labour, time and energy backs up the National Debt. You are Stock!
When you are born, your parents register you with the government AS A CORPORATION by receiving and signing a birth certificate. In a few years, your Corporation will receive a taxpayer ID# called a social security number. This is so you can be used as collateral for the government to acquire debt. That's right, YOU and your labor, time, and energy is what backs up the National debt. You are stock.
“There has been created a fictional federal State (of) xxxxxx within a State. See Howard v. Sinking Fund of Louisville, 344 U.S. 624, 73 S.Ct. 465, 476, 97 L.Ed. 617 (1953);” Schwartzs v. O'Hara TP School District, 100 A 2d. 621, 625, 375, Pa. 440
The question to be determined is, whether this State, so respectable, and whose claim soars so high, is amenable to the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court of the United States? This question, important in itself, will depend on others, more important still; and may perhaps, be ultimately resolved into one, no less radical than this- “do the people of the United States form a NATION? “By that law the several States and Governments spread over our globe, are considered as forming a society, not a NATION.” [caps in the original.] Chisholm. Ex’r v. Georgia, 2 Dall. 419, 1 L.Ed. 440 (1794)
The USA, Canada and all other countries with central banks are not actually countries, but in fact, corporations. The UK Queen, and the rest of the economic, royalist family members are the shareholders of USA INC, CANADA INC etc. Don't believe it? Google CANADA INC's Business Identification Number "0000230098" and USA INC's BIN No. "28 U.S.C 3002(15)"
MOST PEOPLE DON'T HAVE THE COURAGE TO SHARE THIS

THIS SMALL LITTLE COUNTRY THAT ALMOST NO ONE HAS HEARD ABOUT FUNDED ALL SIDES OF WW1, WW2 AND WILL START WW3 IF WE DO NOT STOP THEM
Corporation Scam

- This is the same tactic the Roman Cult has been using for centuries
- Create a corporation
- Circulate fake money to Bankrupt the corporation
- Seize the Corporation
- Put the corporation under Martial Law (destroys common law)
- Infiltrate their BAAL priests (BAR members)
- Hire thugs, give them weapons and tell them to go out and assault anybody they want with their corporation
- The BAAL priests (BAR members) call it a contract
Dictatorship = Roman Cult

ROMAN CONQUEST

Roman Aquila: military unit carried in battle by all Roman commanders planted on conquered nations.

Devout Roman Catholic, trained by the Jesuit at Xavier, installed first Jesuit chaplain to the House.

Devout Roman Catholic, honorary degree from Jesuit Scranton University.

Roman fasces: bundle of rods bound to a weapon, symbolizing subservience under rule of a single man.

24 SEPTEMBER 2015
Dictatorship = Roman Cult = Murder & Slavery

- Roman aquila military staff carried in battle by all Roman commands. Planted on all conquered nations.
- Devout Roman catholic, honorary degree from Jesuit Scranton University
- Roman bundle of rods bound to a weapon symbolizing subservient under the rule of a single man
- Devout Roman Catholic trained by the Jesuits installed first Jesuit chaplain to the House
POPE CLAMS
YOU'RE NOT
CHRISTIAN IF
YOU OWN A GUN
Roman Cult = Murder & Slavery

- Why do you think Donald Trump’s first international trip includes the Roman Cult on the itinerary?
- Why do you think the Pope Inc., looked so angry in his pictures with Donald Trump?
“The Jesuits are a military organization, not a religious order. Their chief is a general of an army, not the mere father abbot of a monastery..." - Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821)
“Sacrificing freedoms for promises of safety and security is central to the worship of all false gods. And like all false gods, the sacrifices will never be enough.”

ChristianOvercomers.com
POPE CLAIMS YOU'RE NOT CHRISTIAN IF YOU OWN A GUN
The most dangerous place you can be is in a "GUN-FREE ZONE!"

GFZs: where only CRIMINALS & TYRANTS have guns!

#COSProject #2A #Constitution
Isaiah 45:7
I make peace, and create evil:

do all these things.

THE UN IS A MASK FOR EVIL TO HIDE BEHIND
THEIR BIBLE & QURAN IS NO DIFFERENT
"Go ye, then, into all the world and take possession of all lands in the name of the Pope. He who will not accept him as the Vicar of Jesus and his Vice-Regent on earth, let him be accursed and exterminated."

~Jesuit Extreme Oath of Induction
Dictatorship is Here!

The Jesuit Oath
The Counter-Reformation War

I furthermore promise and declare that I will, when opportunity present, make and wage relentless war, secretly or openly, against all heretics, Protestants and Liberals, as I am directed to do, to extirpate and exterminate them from the face of the whole earth; and that I will spare neither age, sex or condition; and that I will hang, waste, boil, flay, strangle and bury alive these infamous heretics, rip up the stomachs and wombs of their women and crush their infants' heads against the walls, in order to annihilate forever their execrable race. That when the same cannot be done openly, I will secretly use the poisoned cup, the strangulating cord, the steel of the poniard or the leaden bullet, regardless of the honor, rank dignity, or authority of the person or persons, whatever may be their condition in life, either public or private, as I at any time may be directed so to do by any agent of the Pope or Superior of the Brotherhood of the Holy Faith, of the Society of Jesus.

http://uncontrolledopposition.com - Find us on Facebook

©Common Law Copyright 2018
THE JESUIT ORDER

This is the extreme form of the JESUIT ORDER.

I, ____, now in the presence of Almighty God, the Blessed Virgin Mary, the Blessed Michael the Archangel, the Blessed St. John the Baptist, the Holy Apostles, Peter and Paul, and all the Saints, sacred hosts of Heaven, and to you, my ghostly Father, the Superior General of the Society of Jesus, founded by St. Ignatius Loyola, in the Pontification of Paul the Third, and continued to the present, do by the womb of the virgin, the matrix of God, and the rod of Jesus Christ, declare and swear that his holiness, the Pope, is Christ's Vice-regent, and is the true and only head of the Catholic or Universal Church throughout the earth; and that by the virtue of the keys of binding and loosing, given to his Holiness by my Savior, Jesus Christ, he hath power to depose heretical kings, princes, states, commonwealths and governments, all being illegal without his sacred confirmation, and that they may be safely destroyed.

"I do further declare, that I will help and assist and advise all or any of his Holiness' agents in any place wherever I shall be, and do my utmost to extirpate the heretical Protestant or Liberal doctrines and to destroy all their pretended powers, legal or otherwise.

"I do further promise and declare, that notwithstanding I am dispensed with to assume any religion heretical, for the propagating of the Mother Church's interest, to keep secret and private all her agents' counsels, from time to time as they may instruct me, and not to divulge directly or indirectly, by word, writing, or circumstances whatever, but to execute all that shall be proposed given in charge or discovered unto me, by you, my ghostly father.

"I do further promise and declare, that I will have no opinion or will of my own, or any mental reservation whatever, even as a corpse or cadaver (perinde ac cadaver) but hesitatingly obey each and every command that I may receive from my superiors in the Militia of the Pope and Jesus Christ.

"That I will go to any part of the world, whatsoever, without murmuring and will be submissive in all things whatsoever communicated to me...... I do further promise and declare, that I will, when opportunity presents, make and wage relentless war, secretly or openly, against all heretics, Protestants and Liberals, as I am directed to do to extirpate and exterminate them from the face of the whole earth, and that I will spare neither sex, age nor condition, and that I will hang, waste, boil, fry, strangle and bury alive these infamous heretics; rip up the stomachs and worms of their women and crush their infants' heads against the wall, in order to annihilate forever their execrable race.

"That when the same cannot be done openly, I will secretly use the poison cup, the strangulation cord, the steel of the poniard, or the leaden bullet, regardless of the honor, rank, dignity or authority of the person or persons whatsoever may be their condition in life, either public or private, as I at any time may be directed so to do by any agent of the Pope or superior of the Brotherhood of the Holy Faith of the Society of Jesus."
"Hidden Hand"

"The Jesuits are a Military Religious Order of the Roman Catholic Church; Masonic and other oaths."

"The hidden hand lets the other initiates know that the individual depicted is part of this secret Brotherhood and that his actions were inspired by the Masonic philosophy and beliefs. Furthermore, the hand that executes the actions is hidden behind cloth, which can symbolically refer to covert nature of the Mason’s actions." - VC
Roman Cult Satanists

LUCIFER

RESIDES IN THE VATICAN
Roman Cult Satanists

Star of "Molech", "Baal", "Saturn", "Nimrod". During the ancient Babylonian era, these names were worshipped and invoked as one God known as "Lucifer". To which innocent kids were sacrificed, it is still happening to this day and the Vatican has passed on this Deception. Repackaging Christianity in a form of Paganism.
Dictatorship is Here!

Vatican ‘New World Order’

Herman van Rompuy, the President of the European Council stated recently ‘We are all Jesuits’. He was referring to those prominent European leaders with whom he is developing the ‘Roman Catholic’ architecture for the future Europe. ‘It creates unbreakable ties. So there is a ‘Jesuits International’

http://www.djeppink.eu/en/blog/we-are-all-jesuits
Dictatorship is Here!

wherever this Seal is openly displayed the Jesuit Order is in Control
NINTH CIRCLE EXPOSED

THE NINTH CIRCLE SECRET SOCIETY EXPOSED
JESUIT POPE FRANCIS BERGOGLIO, WAS FOUND
GUILTY OF CHILD TRAFFICKING, RAPE & MURDER

Defendants Pope Francis Bergoglio, Catholic Jesuit Superior General Adolfo Pachon and Archbishop of Canterbury Justin Welby were found guilty of rape, torture, murder and trafficking of children. Five judges of the International Common Law Court of Justice in Brussels determined that the crimes occurred as recently as 2010. Since last March over 48 eyewitnesses have come forward to testify before this ICLCJ Court about the defendants’ activities as members of the Ninth Circle Satanic Child Sacrifice Cult. THE PROPHECY CLUB
50,000 CANADIAN CHILDREN MURDERED
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL EMITS HISTORIC GUILTY VERDICT AGAINST JOSEF RATZINGER AND CATHOLIC CHURCH OFFICIALS FOR PEDERASTY, PEDOPHILIA, CHILD TRAFFICKING, EXPERIMENTATION, TORTURE, AND INFANTICIDE WORLDWIDE
ALL FOR A POPE-FREE WORLD!
Whistleblower: Vatican is Practicing Child Sacrifice

"During the ceremony, they sacrificed a little boy. After that the man dressed in scarlet went to the side of the room and I had to kneel before him and kiss his ring and swear my undying loyalty to the New World order."
Svali, Author of "Breaking the Chain – Breaking Free Of Cult Programming"
Know Your Popes... No. 09

Thirty-seven of his own clergy members witnessed and professed against John XXIII (1410-1415) on charges of; fornication, adultery, incest, sodomy, simony, theft, and murder. He also had a harem of mistresses in Boulogne numbering two-hundred consisting mostly, if not entirely, of nuns.
Know Your Popes... No. 01

After massacring the entire population in the Italian town of Palestrina, Boniface VIII (1294-1303) indulged in ménages with a married woman and her daughter and became renowned through Rome as a shameless pedophile. He famously declared that having sex with young boys was no more a sin than rubbing one hand against the other. The poet Dante reserved a place for him in the eighth circle of Hell.

Respect Existence or Expect Resistance
http://www.facebook.com/thewaronfanaticism
OF COURSE Pizzagate is a fake news story!
Because while pedophiles have managed to become active and flourish for decades in:

- **Marketing**
  - Jared Fogle, spokesperson

- **Medicine**
  - Dr. Earl Bradley, Pediatrician

- **Film**
  - Roman Polanski, Director

- **The Catholic Church**
  - Cardinal Timothy Dolan, Archbishop of New York, Investigated and covered for pedophile priests

- **Norwegian Government**
  - 20 arrested in child sex ring, including politicians, lawyers, economists and a police officer

- **British Government**
  - Sir Leon Brittan, Margaret Thatcher’s Home Secretary, Cyril Smith, Member of Parliament

- **British Entertainment**
  - Sir Jimmy Savile, TV Personality

- **Sports**
  - Jerry Sandusky, College Football Coach

- **High Finance**
  - Jeffrey Epstein, Business Finance

- **The Republican Party**
  - Dennis Hastert, Speaker of the House

...it is COMPLETELY ABSURD to think that they could be active in the Democratic Party.

![Image of John Podesta and Bill Clinton]

John Podesta, life long friend and international traveling companion of Dennis Hastert

Bill Clinton, long time friend and international traveling companion of Jeffrey Epstein

So let’s keep those mainstream media stories mocking suspected child rape in DC flowing. The LAST thing we want in this country is the public taking child sex abuse seriously.
FUNNY HOW THESE TWO SERIAL PEDOPHILES BOTH GOT HONOURED BY THE QUEEN BUT THE, USUALLY PRETTY THOROUGH, MI5 BACKGROUND CHECKS FAILED TO IDENTIFY THEM AS SUCH ...

... FUNNY THAT ...
With all this surveillance and spying how could pedophiles, rapists, murderers, war criminals, violent drug cartels, slave traders, despots, demon worshiping child killers, terrorists, traitors, etc. be unhampere in their activities? Unless those are the ones running the surveillance and spy grids.
"Pedophilia is good for the children."

- Ruth Bader Ginsburg
Isn't it weird how a government that spies on everyone all the time never seems to expose child trafficking rings.
Roman Cult Satanists

THE PAGAN ROMAN EMPIRE NEVER FELL

IT JUST CHANGED IT'S NAME AND HID BY INFILTRATING CHRISTIANITY

©Common Law Copyright 2018
“The great error of academic historians is the belief that the Roman Empire ‘fell.’ It never ‘fell.’ It still controls the Western world through the Vatican and the Mafia."

- Alan Watts, quoted by Robert Anton Wilson, Coincidence
These Roman Emperor families created:

1) RCC & Vatican
2) Masonic Orders
3) Freemasonry

Today’s Direct Descendants of Roman Emperors
- ‘Ptolemaic’ lineages
- Root lineage = Bands of Magog

Roman Empire = Built on Babylonian Kabbalistic Masonic Tyrannical Doctrine

- Knights Templar, 1118
- Knights of Malta, 1099
- Rosicrucian Order, 15th C
- Jesuit Order, 1540
- Zionism, 1776 (via Jesuit Order)
THE JESUITS RULE

GLOBAL JESUIT ASSISTANCIES

Central Europe Assistancy
- Austria, North Germany, South Germany, Switzerland, Hungary, Lithuania

East Europe Assistancy
- Bohemia, Croatia, North Poland, South Poland, Romania, Russia Region, Ukraine District, Slovakia, Slovenia

South Europe Assistancy
- Spain, Aragón, Baetica, Castile, Italy, Loyola, Portugal (Mozambique, Angola), Tarragon, Toledo

West Europe Assistancy
- South Belgium, North Belgium, Britain, South Africa, Guyana, Upper Canada, Gallia, Maghreb, French Canada, Ireland, Malta, Near East, Netherlands

North Latin America Assistancy
- Antilles, Central America, Colombia, Cuba, Ecuador, Mexico, Puerto Rico, Venezuela

Africa Assistancy

East Asia Assistancy
- Australia, China, Indonesia (Malaysia-Singapore-Thailand), Japan, Korea, Philippines, Vietnam

South Asia Assistancy
- Andhra, Bombay, Calcutta, Darjeeling, Delhi, Dunska-Raiganj, Goa, Gujarath, Hararibag, Jamsbedpur, Karmataka (Kohima), Koral, Madhya-Pradesh, Madurai, Patna (Nepal), Pune, Ranchi, Sri Lanka

South Latin America Assistancy
- Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Central Brazil, South Brazil (Mato Grosso), North Brazil, Chile, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay

USA Assistancy
- California, Chicago, Detroit, Maryland, Missouri, New England, Jamaica, New Orleans, New York (Micronesia, Nigeria-Ghana), Oregon, Wisconsin
Roman Cult Satanists

THE PAGAN ROMAN EMPIRE NEVER FELL

IT JUST CHANGED IT'S NAME AND HID BY INFILTRATING CHRISTIANITY
UNPRECEDENTED AMOUNT OF CHILD PORN DISCOVERED IN THE VATICAN.
POPE HANDS SOFT SENTENCES TO
PAEDOPHILE PRIESTS 'TO BE MERCIFUL'

WHAT MERCY FOR THE CHILDREN?
Just remember, when large corporations do something so horrible there is enough outrage to bankrupt the company.

The corporation will trot out a PR guy with a huge smile and tell you everything you want to hear.
Dictatorship is Here!

The Rothschild have been part of the Jesuit Order since way before 1776. Maltese Cross indicates membership and allegiance to the Sovereign Military Order of Malta, a Masonic order created in 1,099 AD by direct descendants of Roman Emperors, of which the Jesuit Order is a brand.
Jewish Encyclopedia 1901-1906, Vol. 2, p.497 states...Rothschilds are the guardians of the papal treasure.

£100,000; and in 1884 they loaned the Egyptian government £1,000,000.

Meanwhile the Nationalist and Reactionary parties in France desired to counterbalance the “Semitic” influence of the Rothschilds by establishing a banking concern which should be essentially Catholic. Accordingly in 1876 the Union Générale was founded with a capital of 4,000,000 francs, increased to 25,000,000 francs in 1878 under the direction of a certain Bontoux. After various vicissitudes, graphically described by Zola in his novel “L’Argent,” the Union failed, and brought many of the Catholic nobility of France to ruin, leaving the Rothschilds still more absolutely the undisputed leaders of French finance, but leaving also a legacy of hatred which had much influence on the growth of the anti-Semitic movement in France. Something analogous occurred in England when the century-long competition of the Barings and the Rothschilds culminated in the failure of the former in 1893; but in this case the Rothschilds came to the rescue of their rivals and prevented a universal financial catastrophe. It is a somewhat curious sequel to the attempt to set up a Catholic competitor to the Rothschilds that at the present time the latter are the guardians of the papal treasure.

Of recent years the Rothschilds have consistently refused to have anything to do with loans to Russia, owing to the anti-Jewish legislation of that empire, though on one occasion the members of the Paris house joined in a loan to demonstrate their patriotism.

whose chief customers they have been (Duveen, C. Davis, Spitzer, and Wertheimer).

The services of the Rothschilds in the cause of philanthropy have been equally marked. Special hospitals have been founded by them for all creeds at Jerusalem, Vienna, Paris, and London; the Jews’ Free School of the last-named city is supported almost entirely by Lord Rothschild at an estimated annual cost of £15,000. In London and Paris they have established workmen’s dwellings on a large scale and on an economic and commercial basis; and their private charities are very large. The founder of the house, Mayer Amschel Rothschild, held the curious theory that if a beggar thanked him, the charitable transaction was concluded, whereas if he received no thanks, Heaven owed him some recompense for his charity. Consequently, it was his custom to thrust a coin into the hand of a beggar, and to hurry away before the latter could express his gratitude.

In addition, some of the members of the family have evinced an interest in Jewish literature. Baron James in Paris was the founder of the Société des Etudes Juives; Baron Wilhelm of Frankfort was a zealous collector of Hebrew incunabula, which are now in the Frankfort town library; and almost all great Jewish literary undertakings have been subvencioned by one or other branch of the firm.

Hitherto the pedigree of the Rothschild family has been traced only as far as Amschel, the father of Mayer Amschel Rothschild; but, owing to the recent publication of the tombstone inscriptions of
There are only 9 countries left in the world without a Rothschild central bank:

Russia
China
Iceland
Cuba
Syria
Iran
Venezuela
North Korea
Hungary

Isn't it funny that we are always at war with these countries?
The Vatican's Holocaust

The sensational account of the most horrifying religious massacre of the 20th century

By Avro Manhattan – Knight of Malta

Avro Manhattan (1914-1990)

About the Author:

Avro Manhattan was the world’s foremost authority on Roman Catholicism in politics. A resident of London, during WW II he operated a radio station called “Radio Freedom” broadcasting to occupied Europe. He was the author of over 20 books including the best-seller The Vatican in World Politics, twice Book-of-the-Month and going through 57 editions.

He was a Great Briton who risked his life daily to expose some of the darkest secrets of the Papacy.

His books were #1 on the Forbidden Index for the past 50 years!!

Ed Note: This issue from 1986 - in 2006 the record is now 70 Years on the forbidden book list.
PREFACE TO THE AMERICAN EDITIONS:

THE VATICAN'S HOLOCAUST is not a misnomer, an accusation, and even less a speculation. It is an historical fact.

Rabid nationalism and religious dogmatism were its two main ingredients.

During the existence of Croatia as an independent Catholic State, over 700,000 men, women and children perished.

Many were executed, tortured, died of starvation, buried alive, or were burned to death.

Hundreds were forced to become Catholic.

Catholic padres ran concentration camps; Catholic priests were officers of the military corps which committed such atrocities. 700,000 in a total population of a few million, proportionally, would be as if one-third of the USA population had been exterminated by a Catholic militia.

What has been gathered in this book will vindicate the veracity of these facts. Dates, names, and places, as well as photos are there to prove them.

They should become known to the American public, not to foster vindictiveness, but to warn them of the danger, which racialism and sectarianism, when allied with religious intolerance can bring to any contemporary nation, whether in Europe or in the New World.

This work should be assessed without prejudice and as a lesson; but even more vital, as a warning for the future of the Americans, beginning with that of the USA.

Avro Manhattan,
1986

Editor's Note

An armed Serbia could have easily prevented this Holocaust.

Thank God for the 2nd Amendment to the Constitution which guarantees the right to bear arms.

Freedom of religion and an armed citizenry go hand in hand and is the only guarantee that this won't happen in the U.S.

Ed Note: It is the Vatican One World Government that doesn't want you to have the right to own arms or to use any means to defend yourself.
Contact Information

- My Blog is;  http://sovereigntyinternational.wordpress.com
- Website - www.sovereigntyinternational.fyi
- Email - engineerwin@yahoo.com
- Youtube profile – sovereignliving & Sovereignty International
- Facebook - Community Page - Deleted
  - Private Group – Sovereignty International – Being deleted
- Yahoo Private Group – Administrating-Your-Public-Servants
- Google Private Group – Administrating-Your-Public-Servants
- Follow me on twitter @engineerwin
- Follow me on Steemit  https://steemit.com/@sovereigntyintl
- https://www.bitchute.com/channel/sovereigntyinternational/
- www.patreon.com/SovereigntyInternational
"We therefore decline to overrule the opinion of Chief Justice Marshall: We hold that the District of Columbia is not a state within Article 3 of the Constitution. In other words cases between citizens of the District and those of the states were not included of the catalogue of controversies over which the Congress could give jurisdiction to the federal courts by virtue of Article 3. In other words Congress has exclusive legislative jurisdiction over citizens of Washington District of Columbia and through their plenary power nationally covers those citizens even when in one of the several states as though the district expands for the purpose of regulating its citizens wherever they go throughout the states in union." National Mutual Insurance Company of the District of Columbia v. Tidewater Transfer Company, 337 U.S. 582, 93 L.Ed. 1556 (1948);
“INTERNATIONAL LAW RULE: Adopted for areas under Federal legislative jurisdiction....Federalizes State civil law, including common law.--The rule serves to federalize not only the statutory but the common law of a State. ... STATE AND FEDERAL VENUE DISCUSSED: The civil laws effective in an area of exclusive Federal jurisdiction are Federal law, notwithstanding their derivation from State laws, and a cause arising under such laws may be brought in or removed to a Federal district court under ... (now sections 1331 and 1441 of title 28, United States Code), giving jurisdiction to such courts of civil actions arising under the "* * *laws * * * of the United States" ....” Jurisdiction over Federal Areas Within the States – Report of the Interdepartmental Committee for the Study of Jurisdiction over Federal Areas Within the States, Part II, A Text of the Law of Legislative Jurisdiction Submitted to the Attorney General and Transmitted to the President June 1957, page 158-165
Dictatorship is Here!

Do not try and bend the government, that's impossible.

Instead, only try to realize the truth - There is no government, only banks and corporations...

FACEBOOK.COM/UNITEDSLAVESOFAMERIKA  FACEBOOK.COM/THENWOWILLFAIL

©Common Law Copyright 2018
Vid.me shut down on 15 December & youtube channel called Sovereignty International is deleted

I made the exclusive content available on my website

2 subscription levels, and I accept crypto currencies

$29.99/year for the videos only

$49.99/year for videos plus unlimited consultations – I am NOT a liar (Attorney) but I can tell you what I would do and where to find forms

People on other previous subscription plans will remain on that plan as long as they renew it
Unlimited Consultations

- Does not include phone calls
- Does not include baby sitting
- Does not include preparing documents or reviewing documents

The ONLY power that the N.W.O. satanists have over us is through fraud and deception, and my agenda is to expose it for all our benefit – I cannot fight all of the battles

Currently publishing 1 video a week

http://sovereigntyinternational.fyi/videos.shtml

https://www.sovereigntyinternational.fyi/subscriber.shtml
BAR Members (Attorneys – Liars) 4
Arlington Private Information Share
Land Deed Training
Estoppel Certificates Training
Foreclosure Estoppel Certificates Training
Corporate Denial Training
Toll Roads Notice and Demand Training
Invoice Training
Notice of Void Judgment training
Revocation of Signature training
Third Party Witness Training
Federal Habeas Corpus Training
Revocation of Voter Registration
Criminal Complaint Training
Lawsuit Training
Other Training (requests?)
All forms, files and other instructions are available for free on my 2 private groups at YahooGroups and GoogleGroups
All exclusive content will be on my website and you can buy a subscription there
There are no jails at common law

All jails are private

In England, the arch bishop of Canturbury owns all of the prisons

Jail is a benefit, because common law penalties are very severe

There are people who “waive the benefit”
PECUNIARY CAUSE. Such as arise either from the withholding ecclesiastical dues, or the doing or neglecting some act relating to the church whereby some damage accrues to the plaintiff; towards obtaining satisfaction for which, he is permitted to institute a suit in the spiritual court. Such, for instance, are the subtraction and withholding of tithes from the parson or vicar; the non-payment of ecclesiastical dues to the clergy, as pensions, mortuaries, compositions, and the like. Holthouse a New Law Dictionary, 1850 Edition, page 299
“Penance, (Paenitentia) Is a Punishment imposed for a Crime by the Ecclesiastical Laws. It is an Acknowledgment of the Offence... Penance may be changed into a Sum of Money to be applied to pious Uses, called Commuting. 3 Inst. 150. 4 Inst. 336.”

Jacob A New Law Dictionary, 1750 Edition,
“Assumpsit - ....In its origin an action of tort, [assumpsit] was soon transformed into an action of contract, becoming afterwards a remedy where there was neither tort nor contract. Based at first only upon an express promise, it was afterwards supported upon an implied promise, and even upon a fictitious promise. Introduced as a special manifestation of the action on the case, it soon acquired the dignity of a distinct form of action, which superseded Debt, became concurrent with Account, with Case upon a bailment, a warranty, and bills of exchange, and competed with Equity in the case of the essentially equitable quasi-contracts growing out of the principle of unjust enrichment. Surely, it would be hard to find a better illustration of the flexibility and power of self-development of the Common Law.” James Barr Ames, “The History of Assumpsit,” in 3 Select Essays in Anglo-American Legal History 298 (1909).” Black’s Law Dictionary, 8th Edition, page 379 [emphasis added]
Quasi Contracts

- "Both in Roman and English law there are certain obligations which were not in truth contractual, but which the law treats as if they were. They are contractual in law, but not in fact, being the subject-matter of a fictitious extension of the sphere of contract to cover obligations which do not in reality fall within it." Salmond, Salmond on Jurisprudence, p. 642 (9th Edition, 1937, Sweet & Maxwell, Ltd. England). [emphasis added]
"Constructive/quasi contracts are based solely upon a legal fiction or fiction of law." Hill v. Waxberg, 237 F.2d 936.

"It is a well settled rule of law that he who seeks benefits of contract must also assume burdens." Higgins v. Monckton (1938), 28 C.A.2d 723, 83 P.2d 516.

"Voluntary acceptance of benefit of transaction is equivalent to consent to all obligations arising from it, so far as facts are known, or ought to be known, to person accepting." Northern Assurance Co. v. Stout (1911), 16 C.A. 548, 117 P. 617.
"A quasi contractual action presupposes acceptance and retention of a benefit by one party with full appreciation of the facts, under circumstances making it inequitable for him to retain the benefit without payment of its reasonable value." Major-Blakeney Co. v. Jenkins (1953), 121 C.A.2d 325, 263 P.2d 655, hear den.; Townsend Pierson, Inc. v. Holly-Coleman Co. (1960), 178 C.A.2d 373, 2 Cal. Rptr. 812. [emphasis added]
"In doing this, I shall have occasion incidentally to evince, how true it is that States and Governments were made for man, and, at the same time, how true it is that his creatures and servants have first deceived, next vilified, and, at last oppressed their master and maker." Chisholm v Georgia, 2 Dal. 419 at p 455

"A state like a merchant makes a contract. A dishonest state, like a dishonest merchant willfully refuses to discharge it." Chisholm v Georgia, 2 Dal. 419 at p 456
“The WCC brings together 349 churches, denominations and church fellowships in more than 110 countries and territories throughout the world, representing over 560 million Christians and including most of the world's Orthodox churches, scores of Anglican, Baptist, Lutheran, Methodist and Reformed churches, as well as many United and Independent churches. While the bulk of the WCC's founding churches were European and North American, today most member churches are in Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, Latin America, the Middle East and the Pacific.” World Council of Churches website
World Council of Churches

A worldwide fellowship of 349 churches seeking unity, a common witness and Christian service

You are here: WCC > Who are we? > Organization & structure > Organigram

Member churches
Assembly

Consultative bodies
Faith and Order
World Mission and Evangelism
International Affairs
Education and Formation
Echos youth commission

Central Committee

Joint bodies with the Roman Catholic Church
with Pentecostal Churches
with World Communions
Continuation committee

Programmes

National councils of churches Regional

International ecumenical organizations

Specialized
The World Council of Churches comes from the Roman Cult

According to Wikipedia, the WCC was created in 1948 when the “Faith and Order Movement” and the “Life and Work Movement” organizations were merged, and the Roman Cult was part of it.

“Faith and Order enjoys the full membership and participation of several other churches who are not members of the World Council of Churches, among them the Roman Catholic Church.” WCC website
I have many wonderful friends who happen to be Catholic

History is full of examples of the Roman Cult exterminating whole communities for Heresy

This presentation should not be taken to reflect anything negative on anyone who happens to be Catholic
“The wearing of clerical dress or of a religious habit by lay people, or by members of the clergy or religious orders by whom this use is forbidden by a definitive and legally valid directive of the competent ecclesiastical authority and officially communicated to the state authority, is liable to the same penalty by the state as the misuse of the military uniform.” Article 10, 1933 Concordat with the Roman Cult
“The sovereignty and exclusive jurisdiction over the Vatican City, which Italy recognizes as appertaining to the Holy See, forbid any intervention therein on the part of the Italian Government, or that any authority other than that of the Holy See shall be there acknowledged.” The Lateran Pact, Article 4
The Lateran Pact

- Canada has signed on to the Lateran Pact
- Many other countries have signed on to the Lateran Pact
Because of the bankruptcy, the government is owned and operated by Satan
- They have taken prayer out of the schools
- They have taken God out of the schools
- They have taken God out of the courts
Dictatorship = Roman Cult

Roman Conquest

24 September 2015

©Common Law Copyright 2018
Dictatorship = Roman Cult = Murder & Slavery

- Roman aquila military staff carried in battle by all Roman commands. Planted on all conquered nations.
- Devout Roman catholic, honorary degree from Jesuit Scranton University
- Roman bundle of rods bound to a weapon symbolizing subservient under the rule of a single man
- Devout Roman Catholic trained by the Jesuits installed first Jesuit chaplain to the House
Christianity

- There are Christian churches out there, but they are NOT “Tax Exempt Organizations”, and that excludes 99% of the so-called churches out there.
"This Bent Crucifix is "... a sinister symbol, used by Satanists in the sixth century, that had been revived at the time of Vatican Two. This was a bent or broken cross, on which was displayed a repulsive and distorted figure of the Messiah, which the black magicians and sorcerers of the Middle Ages had made use of to represent the Biblical term 'Mark of the Beast'. Yet, not only Paul VI, but his successors, the two John-Pauls, carried that object and held it up to be revered by crowds, who had not the slightest idea that it stood for False Messiah." (p. 72) On page 56 Compton prints a picture of the current Pope, John Paul II, holding this bent or broken cross, just as we have shown,..."

http://www.sabbathcovenant.com/Catholicism/satanism.htm
“Citation, (Citatio) A Summons to appear, applied particularly to Process in the Spiritual Court. The Ecclesiastical Courts proceed according to the Course of the Civil and Canon Laws, by Citation, Libel, &c....”, Jacob A New Law Dictionary, 1750, [emphasis added],
“CITATION (Lat. *citare*, to call, to summon). ...The act by which a person is so summoned or cited. In the ecclesiastical law the citation is the beginning and foundation of the whole cause, .... 1 Brown. Civ. Law 453, 454; Ayliffe, Parerg. xliii. 175; Hall. Adm. Pr. 5; Merlin; *Rep.* The process issued in courts of probate and admiralty courts. It is usually the original process in any proceeding where used, and is in that respect analogous to the writ of capias or summons at law, and the subpoena in chancery.”

THE STATE OF TEXAS
DISTRICT COURT, TARRANT COUNTY

CITATION

GLENN WINNINGHAM

VS.

TO:

You said DEFENDANT are hereby commanded to appear by filing a written answer to the PETITION at or before 10 o'clock A.M. of the Monday next after the expiration of 20 days after the date of service hereof before the 352nd District Court, 401 W BELKNAP, in and for Tarrant County, Texas, at the Courthouse in the City of Fort Worth, Tarrant County, Texas said PLAINTIFF being

GLENN WINNINGHAM

Filed in said Court on January 10th, 2013 Against

For suit, said suit being numbered 352-263583-13 the nature of which demand is as shown on said PETITION a copy of which accompanies this citation.

PRO SE
Attorney for GLENN WINNINGHAM Phone No. (682)777-8048
Address C/O 6340 LAKE WORTH BLVD #437 FT WORTH, TX

______ Thomas A. Wilder ______, Clerk of the District Court of Tarrant County, Texas. Given under my hand and the seal of said Court, at office in the City of Fort Worth, this the 18th day of January, 2013.

By

TARA RAHY

Deputy

NOTICE: You have been sued. You may employ an attorney. If you or your attorney do not file a written answer with the clerk who issued this citation by 10:00 AM. on the Monday next following the expiration of twenty days after you were served this citation and petition, a default judgment may be taken against you.

Thomas A. Wilder, Tarrant County District Clerk, 401 W BELKNAP, FORT WORTH TX 76196-0402

OFFICER’S RETURN

Received this Citation on the ______ day of ________, ______ at ______ o'clock ______ M. and executed at ______, ______ within the county of ______, State of ______ at ______ o'clock ______ M on the ______ day of ______, ______ by delivering to the within named (Def.): _______.

defendant(s), a true copy of this Citation together with the accompanying copy of PETITION, having first endorsed on same the date of filing.
COURTS ECCLESIASTICAL ... The proceedings in the Ecclesiastical Courts are, according to the civil and canon law by citation, libel, answer upon oath, proof by witnesses, and presumptions, &c., and after sentence, for contempt, by excommunication: and if the sentence is disliked, by appeal. Tomlins Law Dictionary 1835, Volume 1, [emphasis added],
COURTS ECCLESIASTICAL ... 6. The Great Court of Appeal in all ecclesiastical causes... to the Privy Council (see infra)....in the sixteenth year of King Stephen (A. D. 1151); at the same period (Sir Henry Spelman observes) that the civil and canon laws were first imported into England. Cod. Vet. Leg.315. But in a few years after, to obviate this growing practice, the constitutions made at Clarendon, 11 Hen. These are now the principal courts of ecclesiastical jurisdiction; none of which are allowed to be courts of record; no more than was another much more formidable jurisdiction, but now deservedly annihilated, viz. the Court of the King's High Commission in causes ecclesiastical....” Tomlins Law Dictionary 1835, Volume 1, [emphasis added],
“ADMINISTRATOR. A person authorized to manage and distribute the estate of an intestate, or of a testator who has no executor. In English law, administrators are the officers of the Ordinary appointed by him in pursuance of the statute, and their title and authority are derived exclusively from the ecclesiastical judge, by grants called letters of administration. Williams, Ex. 331. At First the Ordinary was appointed administrator under the statute of Westm. 2d. Next, the 31 Edw. III. c. 11, required the Ordinary to appoint the next of kin and the relations by blood of the deceased. Next, under the 21 Hen. VII., he could appoint the widow, or next of kin, or both, at his discretion.” Bouvier’s Law Dictionary 1883 Edition, page 119
“ARTICULUS. An article or complaint, exhibited by way of libel, in a court Christian. Sometimes the religious bound themselves to obey the ordinary, without such formal process. Paroch. Antiq. p. 344”, Tomlin’s Law Dictionary 1835, Volume 1, [emphasis added],
“SUMMONERS, summonitores.] Petty officers that cite and warn men to appear in any court; and these ought to be boni homines, &c. Fleta, lib. 4. The summonitores were properly the apparitors who warned in delinquents at a certain time and place to answer any charge or complaint exhibited against them; and in citations from a superior court they were to be equals of the party cited; at least the barons were to be summoned by none under the degree of knights.” Tomlin’s Law Dictionary, 1835, Volume 2 [emphasis added]
excommunication. ... This Excommunication is generally for Contempt in not appearing or not obeying a Decree, &c. And in other Respects the Causes of it are many; as for Matters of Heresy, refusing to receive the Sacrament, or to come to Church; incontinency, Adultery, Simony, &c. It is published in the Church, and if the offender do not submit in forty Days, then the Bishop is to certify the Excommunication into the Temporal Courts. Setting forth specially the Cause of Excommunication that the Judges may see whether the Ecclesiastical Court hath Cognizance of the Matter; and thereupon the Party may be taken and imprisoned by Virtue of the Writ Significavit or Capias Excommunication, and is to remain in Prison till he submits...” Jacob A New Law Dictionary 1750, [emphasis added]
“COURT OF ORDINARY. In American Law. A court which has jurisdiction of the probate of wills and the regulation of the management of decedents' estates. Such courts exist in Georgia, New Jersey, South Carolina, and Texas. See 2 Kent, Comm. 409; Ordinary.” Bouvier’s Law Dictionary 1856 Edition, page 383
“IMPOSTORS, religious. Those who falsely pretend an extraordinary commission from heaven; or terrify and abuse the people with false denunciations of judgments, are punishable by the temporal courts with fine, imprisonment, and infamous corporal punishment. 1 Hawk. P. C. c. 7. 4 Black 62” William’s Law Dictionary, 1816, [emphasis added],
“impostor. One who pretends to be someone else to deceive others, esp. to receive the benefits of a negotiable instrument. — Also spelled imposter. [Cases: Banks and Banking 147; Bills and Notes 201, 279. C.J.S. Banks and Banking §§ 415–416; Bills and Notes; Letters of Credit §§ 29, 150–151.]” Black’s Law Dictionary 8th Edition, page 2210 [emphasis added],
“Inquisition, Ex Officio Mero, Is one Way of proceeding in Ecclesiastical Court. Wood’s Inst. 596.”, Jacob A. New Law Dictionary 1750
Don’t forget to subscribe to this Youtube channel
Don’t forget to follow me on Steemit @sovereigntyintl
Don’t forget to Like this video
On Youtube don’t forget to click the bell next to the subscribe button so that you are notified when there is a new upload
On steemit don’t forget to vote and make your comments
https://www.real.video/channel/engineerwin
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/sovereigntyinternational/
What Should Your Crypto Coin Portfolio Look Like?

cryptowallet • 51 in beyondbitcoin

Crypto Wallet
@cryptowallet

Weekly Bitcoin/Altcoin News Reports,
Daily Memes, Current Events,
Buying/Selling Crypto, Wallet Setup, and
much more

This post is for the newer individuals out that are getting into cryptocurrency. Below are my recommendations on what your crypto-coin portfolio should look like. Keep in mind that this is just my opinion and you research anything before buying it.
“Libel, in the Spiritual Court. If upon a Libel for any Ecclesiastical Matter, the Defendant make a Surmise in B. R. to have a Prohibition, and such Surmise be insufficient, the other Party may shew it to the Court, and me Judges will discharge it. 1 Leon 10. 128. This Libel used in Ecclesiastical Proceedings, consists of three Parts. I. The major Proposition, which shews a just Cause of the Petition. 2. The Narration or minor Proposition. 3. The Conclusion, or conclusive Petition, which conjoins both Propositions, &c.…” Jacob A New Law Dictionary, 1750, [emphasis added],
“LIBEL, practice. A libel has been defined to be "the plaintiff's petition or allegation, made and exhibited in a judicial process, with some solemnity of law;" it is also, said to be "a short and well ordered writing, setting forth in a clear manner, as well to the judge as to the defendant, the plaintiff's or accuser's intention in judgment." It is a written statement by a plaintiff, of his cause of action, and of the relief he seeks to obtain in a suit. Law's Eccl. Law, 147; Ayl. Par. 346; Shelf. on M. & D. 506; Dunf Adm. Pr. 111; Betts. Pr. 17; Proct. Pr. h. t.; 2 Chit. Pr. 487, 533.” Bouvier’s Law Dictionary 1856 Edition, page 686 [emphasis added],
Mark Passio is a former Satanist priest who has some Youtube videos about Natural Law

- All of the atrocities in history were committed by Order Followers
Mark Passio – Natural Law

- Former Satanist Priest
- Pillars of Satanism – forms of mind control
  - Survival
    - highest law of satanism
  - Moral Relativism
    - No such thing as right and wrong
    - we just make up with is right or wrong
  - Social Darwinism
    - Certain classes of society think they are most fit to rule
    - postulates the survival of the most socially ruthless
    - Ultimate responsibility is self preservation
Mark Passio – Natural Law

- Pillars of Satanism – forms of mind control
  - Eugenics
    - elite get to determine who lives or dies

- Order followers
  - Responsible for all of the atrocities in history
  - Just follow orders without thinking about whether it is a lawful order or not
  - Willing slaves

- Moral relativism
  - 2/3 of people believe in moral relativism
  - truth is relative
An ORDER FOLLOWER is somebody who is too stupid to know when they are receiving an unlawful command or not, cannot think for themselves, but need somebody to tell them what to do, as described by Mark Passio, in his Youtube videos on Natural Law,

Mark Passio rightly says that all of the atrocities in history were committed by ORDER FOLLOWERS in his Youtube profile;

https://www.youtube.com/user/WhatOnEarth93
Order Followers

- WWII War Crimes Tribunals
  - All of the NAZIs claimed that they were just following orders
  - They either suffered death by hanging, or spent the rest of their life in jail
  - Some of them are still hunted to this day
- Vietnam War - Mai Lai massacre
  - Convicted of murder
- The Amistadt
Order-Followers: The Servants Of Evil

“You assist an evil system most effectively by obeying its orders and decrees. An evil system never deserves such allegiance. Allegiance to it means partaking of the evil. A good person will resist an evil system with his or her whole soul.”

- Mahatma Gandhi
Owned = Slave

EVERY GREAT INJUSTICE HAS BEEN AT THE HANDS OF SOMEONE JUST FOLLOWING ORDERS
“Owned = Slave”

“Just following orders” is NEVER a valid excuse or “justification” for immoral, criminal behavior, and this lame attempt to abdicate personal responsibility SHOULD NEVER BE ACCEPTED as a valid excuse for such behavior.
Owned = Slave

HUMANITY HAS A BAD, BAD CASE

...OF 'JUST FOLLOWING ORDERS.'
"Just because you do not take an interest in politics...

Doesn't mean politics won't take an interest in you." - Pericles
Owned = Slave

WHEN
YOUR GOVERNMENT
HAS ALL THE GUNS

YOU
POPE CLAIMS YOU'RE NOT CHRISTIAN IF YOU OWN A GUN
The most dangerous place you can be is in a “GUN-FREE ZONE!”

GFZs: Where only CRIMINALS & TYRANTS have guns!

#COSProject #2A #Constitution
Gun Free Zone

LAW ABIDING CITIZENS

BRAVE SOLDIERS
JUST DOING THEIR JOB

©Common Law Copyright 2018
Gun Free Zone
Gun Free Zone
Gun Free Zone
We had grasped the great truth that it was not rifles, not tanks, and not atom bombs that created power, nor upon them that power rested. Power depended upon public obedience, upon a willingness to submit.

- Vladimir Bukovsky, To Build A Castle - My Life As A Dissenter
Gun Free Zone
POPE CLAIMS YOU'RE NOT CHRISTIAN IF YOU OWN A GUN
Gun Free Zone

WHY DOES THE GOVERNMENT WANT TO BAN SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLES?

BECAUSE THEY KNOW YOU WON'T GET INTO THE BOXCARS WILLINGLY.

©Common Law Copyright 2018
Gun Free Zone

THE ONLY REASON FOR DISARMING THE PEOPLE IS TO MAKE THEM POWERLESS AGAINST TYRANNY

We will take your guns because we have made an agreement to do so called FREEDOM FROM WAR

©Common Law Copyright 2018
China established gun control in 1935. From 1948 to 1952, 20 million political dissidents, unable to defend themselves, were rounded up and exterminated.
These judicial whores intend that their brain dead idiot low intelligence hired thugs assault us and kidnap us and falsely imprison us because it is so good for business!

The ONLY way we will EVER get any real justice is to DEMAND our Common Law Jury of our Peers, and we need to know what that is.

- A true common law jury does not take instructions from the judge
- A true common law jury calls the witnesses and questions the witnesses
- A true common law jury determines the law and the facts
- A true common law jury can ignore any statute or law (jury nullification)
- A true common law jury will pronounce sentence (if any)
- A true common law jury is not subject to appeal
- It is called “trial by jury”
- What you see these days is trial with jury, or a jury trial
Do you want to place your future in the hands of a United Nations Roman Cult whore who wants to sit on the bench and play stupid?

Do you want to put the future of your wife and children in the hands of one of these judicial whores, that have complete immunity no matter what, because if you sue one of them you have to get one of their whore buddies to do it?

Sure some of them want to really do justice, but are you going to take the chance that you got a good one?
Do you want to place your future in the hands of a whore that is bought and paid for by these Crown PIGs?

Do you want to place yourself in the hands of a judicial whore who is intent on converting you into a ward of the court (an imbecile)?

Do you consider yourself Christian?

Do you try to follow the golden rule?

Do you treat others the way you want to be treated?
Other Videos

- Bankster Thieves playlist
- Roman Cult playlist
- Bankrupt Corporate (so-called) Governments
- BAR Members 1 - 3
- D.I.Y. How NOT to Volunteer for the Selective Service and the Draft
- Martial Law is here!
- D.I.Y. No Income Tax
- D.I.Y. Free Mail
- D.I.Y. Kangaroo Courts 1 – 15
- Canada Border PIGs playlist
- BAR Members and their Satanic Connections playlist
“Any society that would give up a little liberty to gain a little security will deserve neither and lose both.”

-Benjamin Franklin
The United States is 3rd in murders throughout the world.

If you remove
#1 – Chicago
#2 – Detroit
#3 – Washington DC
#4 – St Louis
#5 – New Orleans

the United States is then 189th out of 193 countries in the entire world.

PS – All 5x Cities have STRICT Gun Control Laws
Dictatorship is Here!! It is all voluntary!!

- Carry common law credentials NSEA.US or katmanwon@gmail.com
- Do NOT carry government issued identification!!!
- Date of Birth is hearsay – Do NOT give evidence against yourself!
- Name is hearsay – Do NOT give evidence against yourself!
- Address is hearsay – Do NOT give evidence against yourself!
- French Revolution
- Lady in prison
"The drive of the Rockefellers and their allies is to create a one-world government combining supercapitalism and Communism under the same tent, all under their control.... Do I mean conspiracy? Yes I do. I am convinced there is such a plot, international in scope, generations old in planning, and incredibly evil in intent."

- Congressman Larry P. McDonald, 1976, killed in the Korean Airlines 747 that was shot down by the Soviets
NEVER FORGET THE MEN WHO STARTED THIS COUNTRY WERE
MARIJUANA GROWING, WHISKEY DRINKING, TAX EVADING REBELS WHO LEFT THEIR BEDS LATE AT NIGHT TO SHOOT AT COPS
POPE CLAIMS YOU’RE NOT CHRISTIAN IF YOU OWN A GUN
The most dangerous place you can be is in a “GUN-FREE ZONE!”

GFZs: where only CRIMINALS & TYRANTS have guns!

#COSProject #2A #Constitution
IF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE EVER FIND OUT WHAT WE HAVE DONE, THEY WOULD CHASE US DOWN THE STREET AND LYNCH US.

GEORGE HERBERT WALKER BUSH
“Anarchy is no guarantee that some people won’t kill, injure, kidnap, defraud or steal from others. Government is a guarantee that some will.”

~Gustave de Molinari
"My history of the Jesuits is not eloquently written, but it is supported by unquestionable authorities, [and] is very particular and very horrible. Their [the Jesuit Order’s] restoration [in 1814 by Pope Pius VII] is indeed a step toward darkness, cruelty, despotism, [and] death. ... I do not like the appearance of the Jesuits. If ever there was a body of men who merited eternal damnation on earth and in hell, it is this Society of [Ignatius de] Loyola."

John Adams (1735-1826; 2nd President of the United States)
"Within twenty years this country is going to rule the world. Kings and Emperors will soon pass away and the democracy of the United States will take their place... When the United States rules the world, the Catholic Church will rule the world...Nothing can stand against the Church. I'd like to see the politician who would try to rule against the Church in Chicago. His reign would be short indeed." -- Roman Catholic Archbishop James E. Quigley (October 15, 1854 - July 10, 1915) Chicago Daily Tribune, May 5, 1903
POPE FRANCIS ON FRANTIC QUEST TO UNITE ALL RELIGIONS UNDER ROME

Pope Francis’s call for unity goes beyond the Christian community. During his recent visit to the Middle East, Francis invited Israeli Jewish and Muslim leaders to join him in prayer for peace for their region at the Vatican this Sunday. Israeli’s Chief of State Shimon Peres and Palestinian President Abu Mazen will be joined by a delegation of rabbis, Islamic imams, and Israeli Druze community leaders, according to news reports.

THE POPE IS WORKING TO COMBINE ALL RELIGIONS INTO ONE

"And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs of Jesus; and when I saw her, I wondered with great admiration." Revelation 17:6

Pope Francis is a man on a mission to fulfill bible prophecy, and he is getting more done than any other Pope in the last 100 years. Pope Francis is here to make some serious and drastic changes not only in the Catholic Vatican system, in the professing Christianity as well. He is creating the One World Religion.
Pope Francis and the United Religions Initiative

Pope Francis Encourages the One-World Church?

By Cornelia R. Ferreira

In 2007, Jorge Mario Bergoglio, Cardinal of Buenos Aires, Argentina, invited the visiting Episcopal Bishop of California, William Swing, to bring his assorted syncretist colleagues to the Cathedral for an interfaith service with him. Swing’s group was part of the United Religions Initiative, and the purpose of the syncretic worship was to celebrate the URI’s 10th anniversary of its installation in Latin America.
HORROR - DEATH - EVIL - DESTRUCTION

UNITED ONE WORLD

GOVERNMENT of THE NEW WORLD ORDER of SATAN
There are 3 major stages for the New World Order to be fully implemented.

1. One World Government
2. One World Currency
3. One World Religion

The first two components are already documented, admitted, and in the final stages. The One World Religion is slightly more complicated to understand for most. But part of the preparation for this stage is the preparation and conditioning of the mind, through the media, Hollywood and music industry.

Through symbols, subliminal messages, themes, they are setting the stage for our minds to accept the great deception of their "false Messiah" or "anti-Christ", who will usher in the new age One World Religion.

This is why the symbolism has become more and more frequent and blatant. We are very close.
Vows in blood, branding with fire: Franciscan nun opens up about violence, torture in convent

Published time: 6 Jan, 2016 15:08
Edited time: 6 Jan, 2016 17:00
I listened to a Youtube video about a Catholic Nun who went into the Convent at 16 years old. The first thing that happens is a priest puts his arm around her and wants to take her to bed. Because she did not want to go to bed with the priest, her reward was “penitence” – self inflicted torture.
EXPOSED! Lucis Trust President Speaks ~ Satan, Lucifer, & the UN
This is Ishtar: Pronounced: Easter

Easter was originally the celebration of Ishtar, the Assyrian and Babylonian goddess of fertility and sex. Her symbols (like the egg and the bunny) were and still are fertility and sex symbols (or did you actually think eggs and bunnies had anything to do with the resurrection?). After Constantine decided to Christianize the Empire, Easter was changed to represent Jesus. But at its roots, is all about celebration fertility and sex.
Pope Francisco,
you are not welcome
in Mexico, protector of pedophile priests.

Papa Francisco,
no eres bienvenido
en México, protector de sacerdotes pedófilos.
8 MILLION CHILDREN GO MISSING EVERY YEAR. GOVERNMENTS, THE UNITED NATIONS, AND THE VATICAN ARE TRAFFICKING THESE CHILDREN TO BE RAPED AND RITUALISTICALLY MURDERED.

NOW YOU KNOW WHY THERE ISN'T A WAR ON PEDOPHILIA.
Pope Francis found guilty of child trafficking, rape, murder
Comments 79

Pope Francis Bergoglio, Getty Images

Yesterday defendants Pope Francis Bergoglio, Catholic Jesuit Superior General Adolfo Pachon and Archbishop of Canterbury Justin Welby were found guilty of rape, torture, murder and trafficking of children. Five judges of the International Common Law Court of Justice in Brussels determined that the crimes occurred as recently as 2010. Since last March over 48 eyewitnesses have come forward to testify before this ICLCJ Court about the defendants’ activities as members of the Ninth Circle Satanic Child Sacrifice Cult.

The Ninth Circle Satanic Cult was said to do child sacrifices at Roman Catholic cathedrals in Montreal, New York, Rome, Scotland, London, Camarvon Castle in Wales, an undisclosed French Chateau in Holland and at Canadian Catholic and Anglican Indian residential schools in Kamloops, British Columbia and Brantford, Ontario Canada. The Ninth Circle Satanic Child Sacrifice Cult was believed to use privately owned forest groves in the US, Canada, France and Holland for their “Human Hunting Parties” for global elites including members of European royal

http://childabuserecovery.com/pope-francis-found-guilty-of-child-trafficking-rape-murder/#.VP3jzHzF9ic
families. Teens were said to be obtained by the mafia, then stripped naked, raped, hunted down and killed. The Chief Prosecutor stated, “The Catholic Church is the world’s largest corporation and appears to be in collusion with the mafia, governments, police and courts worldwide.”

Two adolescent women told the ICLCJ Court that Pope Francis raped them while participating in child sacrifices. Eight other eyewitnesses confirmed their allegations of being witness to rape and child sacrifices. The Ninth Circle Satanic Cult were said to take place during the Springs of 2009 and 2010 in rural Holland and Belgium.

Pope Francis was also found to be a perpetrator in satanic child sacrifice rites while acting as an Argentine priest and Bishop according to a sealed document obtained from the Vatican archives. A second record dated Dec. 25 1967 called the Magisterial Privilege was said to show that every new Pope was required to participate in Ninth Circle Satanic Cult ritual sacrifices of newborn children, including drinking their blood. The documents were presented to the ICLCJ Court by a prominent Vatican official and a former Vatican Curia employee.

Last month an investigator for the Irish Garda Police Force testified before the five judges and 27 jury members that marks on the bones of nearly 796 children found in an Irish Roman Catholic Nun septic tank indicated they had been ritually killed. The witness testified that forensic experts had confirmed the decapitation and dismemberment of the babies in the mass grave resembled the usual signs of ritualistic murder or child sacrifice.

A BBC documentary exposed a fifty-year scandal of child trafficking by the Catholic church in Spain. Over 300,000 babies were stolen from their parents up to the 1990s. Mothers were told their babies died and were buried in mass graves. The Catholic Church was said to have made $20 billion dollars on the adoptions.

Another witness testified that they were present during Pope Francis’ meetings with the military Junta during Argentine’s 1970's Dirty War. According to the witness, Pope Francis helped traffic 30,000 children of missing political prisoners into an international child exploitation ring run by an office at the Vatican.

An ABC News special hinted that the devil resided at the Vatican. “Documents from Vatican secret archives presented to court clearly indicate that for centuries the Jesuits had a premeditated plan to ritually murder kidnapped newborn babies and then consume their blood,” the ICLCJ Court Chief Prosecutor told the five international judges and 27 jury members. “The plan was born of a twisted notion to derive spiritual power from the lifeblood of the innocent, thereby assuring political stability of the Papacy in Rome. These acts are not only genocidal but systemic and institutionalized in nature. Since at least 1773, they appear to have been performed by the Roman Catholic Church, Jesuits and every Pope.”

An ongoing and permanent inquiry was organized to investigate and prosecute others involved in possible crimes uncovered at the ICLCJ Court. On September 1 2014 an inquiry was scheduled to begin entitled the Permanent Commission into Child Trafficking and Ritual Sacrifice. Further litigation was expected to follow.

The 48 eyewitnesses identified their perpetrators as Catholic Popes Francis Bergoglio, John Paul II and Joseph Ratzinger; Anglican, United Church of Canada and Catholic Church officials including Cardinals and Catholic Jesuit Superior General Adolfo Pachon; the UK’s Queen Elizabeth and Prince Phillip, Anglican Archbishop of Canterbury Justin Welby and High Court Justice Judge Fulford; in the Netherlands: Dutch and Belgian cardinals and royals including Dutch Crown Prince Alfrink Bernhard, King Hendrick, consort to Queen Wilhelmina of Holland, Queen Beatrix, her father and vice-Roy, Prince Johan Friso and his wife Mabel Wisse Smit, former ministers, the top man of the Dutch army force and the under secretary of the Raad van State; officials of the Canadian, Australian, UK and US military and governments including the USA’s CIA, plus prominent government ministers, judges, politicians and businessmen of the US, Belgium, Holland, Canada, Australia, France, Ireland and the UK.
WANTED ALIVE
FOR PROSECUTION IN THE COURT(S) OF LAW

PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTERNATIONAL (CITIZEN'S) ARREST

In the Matter of Crimes Against Humanity and His/Her Nation

A Public Notice for his/her immediate arrest for questioning and trial is hereby issued to and against R-oA2014-listed

Bergoglio, Jorge Mario
of the organization
Catholic Church

regarding actively and knowingly conspiring in well-planned efforts and constructions to consolidate power and resources—with the intention to establish a world government which would provide him/her with full immunity from any form of prosecution regarding his/her past and future crimes—and is therefore, according to Round-op Alpha, guilty of crimes against the sovereignty of his/her nation and against humanity as a whole, i.e.: High-level brigandage: Looting of public wealth, oppressing of populations; attacking the rights to good health, education, personal/national sovereignty and real security; the murdering in name of corporate profits; democide; psychological warfare; (eco-)terrorism—which deliberately jeopardize any attempt for world peace and causes regional, cultural tensions, armed conflicts, forced poverty and the decay of the public's health, the public order and society as a whole.

Documentation, references, citations: Roundopalpha.wordpress.com; roundup.alpha@gmail.com

Release date of this document:
April 14, 2014

Issued by:

Jacobs, Kawn
Round-op Alpha
WANTED ALIVE
FOR PROSECUTION IN THE COURT(S) OF LAW

PUBLIC NOTICE OF INTERNATIONAL (CITIZENS') ARREST

In the Matter of Crimes Against Humanity and His/Her Nation

A Public Notice for his/her immediate arrest for questioning and trial is hereby issued to and against R-oA2014-listed

Bergoglio, Jorge Mario

of the organization

Catholic Church

regarding actively and knowingly conspiring in well-planned efforts and constructions to consolidate power and resources – with the intention to establish a world government which would provide him/her with full immunity from any form of prosecution regarding his/her past and future actions. As his/her actions may constitute international crimes, the public sector is hereby asked to take all necessary legal steps to capture him/her immediately.
In the 1990’s Father Malichi Martin (a catholic Monk) was on Coast to Coast AM talk Radio program with Art Bell and he said at that time that the Vatican was taken over by Lucifer in 1955.

Father Malichi Martin died shortly thereafter, under mysterious circumstances.
Pope Francis was previously the Jesuit General (Black Pope)

Pope Francis is now talking about a “One world religion”
Babies’ bodies finally excavated at Tuam Mother and Baby home

James Wilson | @jameswilson1919 //twitter.com/jameswilson1919 | March 03, 2017 | 02:00 PM

Nuns, mothers and babies at the Bon Secour Home in Tuam. ARCHIVE

“Significant quantities” of dead bodies have been found at a former mother and baby home (http://www.irishcentral.com/opinion/others/open-the-grave-at-tuam-lets-establish-the-truth-once-and-for-all) in the Galway town of Tuam in a structure that “related to the treatment/containment of sewerage and/or wastewater”.

Just under 800 babies and young children are believed to have died in the care of the Bon Secours sisters who ran the home and from 1925 until the 1961 - roughly the equivalent of one child every fortnight.

The most commonly cited cause of death was “debility from birth”, which lead to the deaths of 196 children - 24% of the total. A further 124 died from respiratory illnesses and a further 82 died from measles.

At one point 31.6% of infants (http://www.thejournal.ie/bon-secours-sisters-response-tuam-remains-3268928-Mar2017/) under the age of one in the care of sisters died. TheJournal.ie reports. In homes nationwide the average figure was close to half that - 17%.
Vatican endorses military force against ISIS ‘genocide’

The Vatican’s line on ISIS has taken a new turn, as its ambassador in Geneva suggested that if a political settlement is impossible, military force should be used against the jihadists. He also said the form of intervention should be defined by the UN.
April 27th, 2014
Vatican, Rome
-St. Peter's Square-

Pope Francis Declares Lucifer As God
Flammata eius **Lucifer** matutinus invéniat:

"His Flame dawning His own creation..."
Pope Francis Declares Lucifer As God
Pope Francis Declares Lucifer As God
qui, regréssus ab inferis, humáno géneri serénus illúxit,

"who came back from the dead and shed his peacem light to the human race..."
et vivit et regnat in sæcula sæculórum.

"and is alive and reigns for ever and ever"
(they all say amen)

"AMEN"

Pope Francis Declares Lucifer As God
A good tree produces good fruit and an evil tree produces evil fruit. What sort of tree is your life?
Goal of the New World Order

One World Leader
Revelation 13:7

One World Government
Revelation 13:2 & Daniel 7:4-7

One World Religion
Revelation 13:8

One World Currency
Revelation 13:16-18
It is going to get really, really ugly
We each need to do what we can to prepare for a worse case scenario
Our individual survival may depend on how prepared we are
Communists are everywhere
The Main Stream News Media is full of communists
Communists have infiltrated into leadership positions in every major corporation on the planet
We need to know who the good guys are
Sheriff Richard Mack is a good guy
There are other good guys!
The American Citizens and Lawmen’s Association is a good group of guys
Oath keepers are good guys
All law enforcement agencies are full of Communists
The Department of Homeland Security is full of communists
The Department of Justice (justus) is full of Communists
Almost all educational institutions are full of communists
Almost every local jurisdiction is full of communists
Congress is full of communists
Every state legislature is full of communists
The so-called courts are full of communists
Communists are cowards and work in secret
NEVER FORGET THE MEN WHO STARTED THIS COUNTRY WERE

MARIJUANA GROWING, WHISKEY DRINKING, TAX EVADING REBELS WHO LEFT THEIR BEDS LATE AT NIGHT TO SHOOT AT COPS
ORIGINAL
"ASSAULT RIFLE"

1774: Banned from import
1775: British attempt confiscation
1776: Revolution
"A FREE PEOPLE OUGHT NOT ONLY BE ARMED AND DISCIPLINED, BUT THEY SHOULD HAVE SUFFICIENT ARMS AND AMMUNITION TO MAINTAIN A STATUS OF INDEPENDENCE FROM ANY WHO MIGHT ATTEMPT TO ABUSE THEM, WHICH WOULD INCLUDE THEIR OWN GOVERNMENT."

-GEORGE WASHINGTON
War is when your government tells you who the enemy is.

Revolution is when you figure it out for yourself.
My Opinion

- “We the People” need to be ready in case these Communists get the upper hand
- It is going to get really, really ugly!!!
When Liberty
and Freedom are at stake,
your silence isn’t golden...

it’s yellow.
TOP 10 WAYS TO FUCK THE SYSTEM

1. Shop Local – Boycott Corporations & Vote with your Money
2. Grow a Garden – Eat Organic & Build your Community around Food
3. Become Self-Sustainable – Be Independent in Food, Water & Energy
4. Protect the Children – Don’t Vaccinate, Medicate or Mutilate Kids
5. Go Homeopathic – Use Cannabis & Refuse Prescription Medication
6. Self-Educate – Homeschool & Always Teach & Speak Truth to Power
7. Make Family Priority #1 – Families that Eat Together, Stay Together
8. Turn Off the TV – Tune Out the Fear, Propaganda & Disinformation
9. Return to Nature – Abandon the City Life & Quit the Rat Race
10. Love One Another Unconditionally – Realize that We Are All One

“No army can stop an idea whose time has come.” ~Victor Hugo
I HAVE NO COUNTRY TO DIE FOR.
MY COUNTRY IS THE EARTH.
I AM A CITIZEN OF THE WORLD WHICH CONSISTS OF ONLY ONE RACE -
THE HUMAN RACE.